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Introduction

This Design and Access Statement supports
a planning application submitted to Dorset
Council [as the “Local Planning Authority”] by
Pegasus Group on behalf of Voltalia UK Limited
[“the applicant”]. Planning permission is sought
for a renewable energy proposal encompassing
ground mounted photovoltaics and associated
infrastructure on land at Clifton Farm, Clifton
Maybank, Yeovil, BA22 9UZ.
The main element of the proposal is the
installation of a ground mounted solar park with
a maximum export capacity of 35MW laid out
across various field enclosures at Clifton Farm.
This would allow the solar park to generate
clean renewable energy for the equivalent
of approximately 10,605 homes a year. The
anticipated CO2 displacement is circa 11,610
tonnes per annum.
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1.3

1.4

1.5

This Design and Access statement should be read
in conjunction with the accompanying Planning
Statement which sets out the planning policy
context relating to the design and access issues
of the application proposal. Notwithstanding
the above, this design and access statement is
designed to be read as a standalone document
if required.
This document has been prepared in line with
Section 4(3) of the Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure)
(England) (Amendments) Order 2013, which sets
out the requirements regarding the contents of a
Design and Access Statement.
The overarching objectives of the development
proposal are to meet the objectives of climate
change, energy security and farm diversification
for the benefit of the landowner. The landowner
does not have the expertise in renewable energy
development and as such formed a partnership
with Voltalia UK Limited in order to progress
the proposals.

Site Location
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02

Site Assessment

SITE ASSESSMENT
2.1

The application site is sited south of the village
of Clifton Maybank, approximately 4.5km south
of the centre of Yeovil in West Dorset and centred
on OS Grid Reference ST58121234. The town of
Yeovil is the largest settlement in the vicinity.
The application site lies within the administrative
boundary of Dorset Council. The fields which
comprise the site sit directly to the south of
Clifton Farm.

SITE DESCRIPTION AND DESIGNATIONS
2.2

2.3

2.4

The application site is formed by a group of seven
fields that are non-uniform in shape and vary in
size. The fields are currently in agricultural use,
comprising a mixture of arable and improved
grassland fields, grazed by either cattle or sheep.
The Agricultural Land Classification report (2017)
found that nearly 70% of the agricultural land
is subgrade 3b and Grade 4 agricultural land
which represents some of the poorest quality
agricultural land in Dorset.
Dense woodland at Clifton Wood provides a
strong boundary along the north-eastern edge;
a managed hedgerow runs along the north; a
tree belt runs along the eastern and southern
boundary; and hedgerow with mature hedgerow
trees run along the western edge.
The boundaries between the fields are
predominantly mixed hedgerows with occasional
hedgerow trees. As well as the hedgerow trees,
there is also an isolated Oak tree and a small
copse of trees surrounding a pond within the
boundary of the easternmost field.

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9
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There are two areas of mixed coniferous and
broadleaved woodland within the site: one
beyond the site boundary at the southwest of
the site, which mostly comprises planted fir trees
with some deciduous; and the other a s strip of
mixed woodland alongside the stream at the
southeast site boundary, comprising planted
fir and cypress trees, with broadleaved species
including mature oaks.
The landscape surrounding the site comprises
of farmland interspersed with wooded areas,
isolated residential properties and several small
settlements linked by a network of minor roads.
The surrounding fields range in size from
small to large, and vary in shape, and are used
primarily grazed or arable. They are typically
bound by hedgerows or hedgebanks, commonly
interspersed by hedgerow trees.
Overhead power lines cross the site and are
supported by two pylons which lie within the
site boundaries.
The Government Flood Advice Map has been
consulted which shows the site is entirely
within Flood Zone 1, the area least at risk from
flood events.

Flood Map
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DESIGNATIONS
2.10

8

The site is not subject to any landscape
designations. The Dorset Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty is located approximately 2.2km
south of the site. Clifton Wood lies to the west
of the site boundary and is designated Ancient
Woodland, Site of Nature Conservation Interest
and is an area of local wildlife importance.
Approximately 1km to the north is Clifton
House, which features a manor house and
associated outbuilding, is Grade I Listed, and 3
no. outbuildings which are Grade II Listed. The
West Dorset Local Plan has designated the area
around Clifton Maybank House as a Historic Park
and Garden of Local Importance.
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ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY
2.11

2.12

Access to the site can be achieved either through
Clifton Road to the north, or Trill Lane to south.
The current access that leads from Clifton Road
to the Clifton Farm is an unnamed lane which
is used to access surrounding fields. The track
continues through the application site and
connects to Trill Lane, which in turn leads to
Thornford Road. The nearest main road is the
A37 which at its closest point lies approximately
1.8km to the west.
Two PRoW converge within the site. Footpath
N10 (4) and N10 (5). Footpath N10 runs broadly
northwest to south east from Yeovil Junction
Station to Yetminster respectively (see Figure 4).
The route is off-road and relatively flat, passing
through Clifton House Locally Listed Park and
Gardens, and predominantly agricultural fields
including those of the site.

Environmental Designations Plan
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3.1

Design Parameters and Design Solution

Planning permission is sought for a renewable
led energy scheme comprising ground mounted
solar arrays that will provide renewable and low
carbon energy to the local electricity grid. It will
contribute towards the security and quality of
electricity supply across the transmission system
(National Grid).

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
3.2

The design of the application proposal has
been developed primarily from five sources;
the physical opportunities and constraints
the site provides; the physical needs of the
development itself; the policy context which
surrounds the development; and the technical
design comments and advice put forward by the
applicant, the Local Planning Authority and wider
consultant team.

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

•

•
•

Appropriate design and siting required
to take account of established built form
and other physical constraints within the
farmstead which include the overhead
electricity cables and Public Right of Way;
Need to ensure visual amenity is not
detrimentally affected from any nearby
residential receptors; and
Proximity of site to environmental &
ecological asset, namely Clifton Wood.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Proximity to point of grid connection;
Land take requirement – the
site is an appropriate size for the
development proposal;
Majority of site is not best and most
versatile agricultural land;
Application site is served by appropriate
vehicular access;
The application site itself is not subject to
any environmental designations;
Biodiversity gains – The proposal would
introduce biodiversity enhancement
measures which will provide significant
benefits for a diverse array of native
wildlife for a 35 year period such as
invertebrates; small mammals; larger
mammals; and birds;
Sunlight intensity levels – the site is well
located geographically for solar gain and
is relatively flat and is free of any buildings
or landscape features that could cause
overshadowing; and
Contribute to the provision of renewables
and low carbon energy.

Mounting Structures Plan

DESIGN SOLUTION
3.3

The remainder of this section explains how
the proposed development addresses the site
context and local characteristics in respect of its
use; amount; layout; scale; location; materials and
appearance; landscaping; and, access.

USE
3.4

As stated elsewhere in this statement, the main
element of the application proposal constitutes
the installation of a photovoltaic ground
mounted solar modules to sustainably deliver
an export capacity of 35MW. The modules
are fixed to a mounting structure in groups
known as “strings”.
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Weather Station Layout Plan

LAYOUT
3.5

3.6

In order to maximise the output of the solar
park throughout the day and year, the strings
design will be south facing and set at an angle of
c. 20 degrees.

3.7

The distance between the arrays would respond
to topography but would typically be between
3.35 metres to 6 metres. The top north edges of
the panels are expected to be around 2.75 metres
above ground level and the lower edges of the
panels would be approximately 0.9 metres above
ground level. The arrays would be static.

3.8
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The arrays would be set within a 2.0m high
security fence. The distance between the
proposed fencing and existing hedges would
vary across the site, at its minimum distance this
would be circa 5m. The metal framework that
houses the solar modules would be fixed into the
ground by posts centred c. 6m apart. The posts
will be driven into the turf to a depth of around
1.5 m. The cables linking all the arrays to the
inverter / transformers and then the substation
would be concealed in trenches up to 1m deep.
The inverters / transformers and substation
will be laid on slab / concrete foundations. The
security measures that will accompany the
scheme include CCTV.
A single main substation compound will serve
the development, and this will be required for
the duration of the development. The point
of connection to the electricity grid is within
the demise of the application site, namely
the existing overhead lines that traverse the
application site and is located to the immediate
south of the proposed substation yard.

Implantation Plan
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Objective 4: To provide sheltering features
around the site for nearby populations of bats,
birds and other notable faunal species.

Objective 1: To manage grassland to ensure
the development of a diverse sward beneath
the array of solar panels.
3.10

BIODIVERSITY
3.9

The proposed solar farm is an example of a
development which presents considerable
opportunity for landscape and biodiversity
mitigation and enhancement. The objectives for
biodiversity are:

Areas of bare ground created during the
construction stage will be reseeded in the first
sowing season post construction to ensure
injurious or ruderal weeds do not establish.
A diverse wildflower seed mix will be used in
order to increase the diversity of the grassland.
During operation, grassland within the site will
be managed through low-intensity sheep grazing
which would be expected to create a more
diverse grassland habitat which will benefit a
wide range of wildlife. The site will be managed
using a cutting regime or a combined cutting
and grazing regime.
Objective 2: To manage other areas to provide
habitat for a range of species.

3.11

The grassland within the field margins (between
the security fencing and field boundaries) will
be managed as rough tussocky grassland that
will benefit a range of species including birds,
bats, small mammals, invertebrates, reptiles and
amphibians.

3.13

3.14

3.15

3.16

Objective 3: To plant and manage hedgerows
and trees to provide habitat for a range of
species and ensure visual screening of the site.
3.12
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The proposal will include the management
of existing hedgerows and the provision of
additional hedgerow along the section of PRoW
running through the site.

A variety of bird boxes will be installed on trees
and shrubs throughout the site for species such
as barn owl Tyto alba, tawny owl Strix aluco, little
owl Athene noctua, starling Sturnus vulgaris,
spotted flycatcher Muscicapa striata and wren
Troglodytes troglodytes, as well as general nest
boxes for a variety of other passerines.
Bat boxes will be installed onto mature trees
within the site. These will include boxes
which would be particularly suitable for bat
species such as soprano pipistrelles Pipistrellus
pygmaeus as well as species associated with
woodland (such as brown long-eared Plecotus
auritus and Natterers bats Myotis nattereri).
Dormouse boxes will be installed in suitable
habitat across the site to enhance the nesting
habitat for this BAP priority species and
potentially create new records for this species’
distribution in Dorset.
Three partially buried hibernacula, as well as
log and brash piles, will be installed around the
site in order to provide habitat for invertebrates,
amphibians and reptiles.
Objective 5: To monitor the site and assess the
success of management.

3.17

In order to deliver the proposed ecological
objectives, monitoring of the effects of
management prescriptions will be required to
ensure that these are effective, and to inform any
necessary refinement of the site management.

Transformer Centre

OPERATIONAL LIFESPAN
3.18

The development would export renewable
energy to the grid for a minimum of 35 years.
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ACCESS
3.19

3.20

There are a number of routes available to access
the site as shown:

Route 2 - A37 and Hoopers Lane
3.22

The mains routes for consideration are:
Route 1 - Newton Road

3.21

Newton Road is a ‘C’ class rural road that links
directly to the centre of Yeovil and the A30.
This in turn links directly to the A37 and A303.
Newton Road is predominantly 7.3m in width
for the majority of its length and offers 2-way
traffic flow to and from the village of Stoford.
Newton Road has good alignment and allows for
the 2-way flow of traffic. However, there are two
bridges, Newton Road Railway Bridge (5161103)
and Newton Road Culvert (5161003) - Over the
River Yeo. Both of these bridges carry 7.5 tonne
weight restrictions.

3.23

3.24
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The A37 is an ‘A’ class main arterial route
running in a north - south direction. The A37
links Dorchester in the south to Yeovil and
Bristol beyond to the north. The route carries
a level of HGV traffic and is suitable for the
construction traffic associated from this proposal.
From the A37 approximately 1.5km south of
Yeovil is a priority T junction into Hoopers Lane
towards Stoford.

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
3.25

Access to the solar park will be restricted for
security reasons to prevent theft and vandalism.
The application proposal will not impact or divert
any existing public right of way.

Clifton Road measures 1.2km in length between
the Bradford Road junction and the access
road junction to Clifton Farm. The width varies
from 4.0m to 9.0m in some short sections but
is predominantly between 5.0m and 6.0m
and provides access between the villages of
Bradford Abbas and Stoford to the west of the
site. Clifton Road is a rural ‘C’ class road bounded
by hedgerows on either side for the majority of
its length and is subject to the national speed
limit (60mph).
The proposed routes are set out in the
supporting Construction Traffic Management
Plan and the applicant accepts the imposition of
a planning condition that will require the Local
Planning Authority agreement and approval of
their preferred route prior to construction.
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4.1

4.2

Crime Impact Assessment

This section of the DAS deals with the issue of
crime. The Crime Impact Assessment process
involves identifying, evaluating and mitigating
the crime and disorder effects of a development
proposal early in the design process. The goal
is to reduce the developments vulnerability to
crime by taking into account the analysis of the
development context and the crime issues in
the area.
The www.police.uk website provides data on
street-level crime and anti-social behaviour.
Within a 500m radius of the application site, only
1 indecent was recorded by the police between
November 2018 and October 2019. No crime
has been recorded within the demise of the
application site.

GENERAL RISK ASSESSMENT
4.3
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4.5

1. A
 cts of criminal damage during the
construction period;
2. Theft of components during the
construction phase;
3. Criminal damage during operational phase;
4. Theft of components during the operational
phase; and
5. Theft of components during site restoration.

CONSTRUCTION SITE RISK ASSESSMENT
4.4
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The typical security issues for a development of
this nature are:

DESIGN, LAYOUT AND SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

A secure temporary compound will be used to
store materials and ancillary welfare facilities
during the construction period. The build out is
quick thus reducing the risk for acts of criminal
damage during the construction period. A
night watchman may also be detailed to the
construction compound.

•
•

Taking into account the low level of recorded
crime for the locality, the following security
measures are considered to be appropriate
to combat potential criminal activity and
unauthorised access into the arrays:
A 2.0 m high stock fence will encompass the
entire gated development site;
Cameras with external perimeter intruder
detection (PID) may be fitted on top of extended
poles along the development’s permitted
perimeter fencing. Pole mounted cameras will be
positioned at intervals along the stock fence.

Fence Details
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Fence Details
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Gate Details
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Security System Pole
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05
5.1

5.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Construction Phase

During the construction phase, one main
construction compound will serve the proposed
development and this will be located off the
main site entrance, thus reducing the distance
delivery vehicles will need to travel after reaching
the site’s entrance. Construction phase is
expected to take around 26 weeks. Construction
activities will be carried out Monday to Friday
0800-1700 and between 0800 and 1330 on
Saturdays. Deliveries will average at around 5 a
day, or 10 two-way movements per day.
The temporary compound will likely include:
Temporary portable buildings to be used for
offices, welfare and toilet facilities;
Containerised storage areas;
Parking for construction vehicles and
workers vehicles;
Temporary hardstanding;
Temporary gated compound; and,
Wheel washing facilities.
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5.3

If ground conditions dictate, wheel washing
facilities will be provided at the contractor’s
compound, or the end of the access track leading
off the main application site. Wheel wash facilities
will be provided in the form of a portable
automated high pressure washer with motion
sensors to conserve water. All construction
vehicles will therefore have to exit through the
wheel wash area and as such will reduce the
spread of mud and dirt onto the local highway
network. A road sweeper will be deployed by the
applicant, should this become necessary.

Control House
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6.1

6.2
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Conclusion

The Design and Access issues of the proposed
Solar Park have been assessed. It is considered
that due to the benign appearance of the
scheme together with its rural location,
that the development proposals will not
have an unacceptable adverse effect on the
visual or amenity value of the local or the
wider countryside.
The renewable led energy scheme is compliant
with planning policy and would not have an
adverse effect on the landscape character or
residential amenity. The site has been carefully
selected and is afforded with natural screening,
which coupled with its low profile of the solar
panels, results in only limited, distant views of the
site being possible.
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6.3

Overall, the development proposal therefore
meets the requirements of the NPPF’s
presumption in favour of sustainable
development and is compliant with all relevant
policies of the adopted Development Plan.
On that basis it is considered that planning
permission should be granted, subject to the
imposition of any necessary planning conditions.
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